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Yarns which I used:
Alize Cotton Gold 243/371 (sport, baby, 5 ply)
55% cotton-45% acrylic
100g/330m/361 yds
(Color A)

Alize Bella 491(sport, baby, 5 ply) 
100% cotton
50g/180m/197 yds
(Color B)

Alize Cotton Gold 60 (sport, baby, 5 ply) (eyebrows, nose, mouth, eyes))
55% cotton-45% acrylic
100g/330m/361 yds

Other:
polyester fiberfill stuffing
maker
needle
scissors

Hook:
I used my 3.00 mm hook.

Abbreviations:
Chain...................................................................................ch
Single crochet......................................................................sc
Half double crochet.............................................................hdc
Double crochet.....................................................................dc
Stitch....................................................................................st
Slip stitch.............................................................................slst
Single crochet 2 stitches together …...................................sc2tog
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Instructions:

Ears:
-Make two ears.
-Use Color A.

Beginning: 5ch. Leave long tail. Use it for sewing later.
Row 1: Insert hook in second stitch from the hook and make 1 sc in next 3sts, 2 sc in last st, 1 ch and 
turn. 
Row 2: 1 sc, 1 hdc, 1 dc, 1 hdc, 1 sc in the last stitch. 
-Cut the yarn and finish off. Sew the ears on the head with the long tail.

Legs:
-Work this in joined rounds.  
-Make two legs.

Color B:
Rnd 1: Make a magic ring. 6 sc in ring. (6sc)
Rnd 2: *2 sc in each st* x6. (12 sc)
Rnd 3: *Sc in next st, 2 sc in next st* x6. (18 sc)
Color A:
Rnd 4-5: Sc in each st. (18 sc)
Rnd 6: *Sc in next 4 sts, sc2tog* x3. (15 sc)
Rnd 7: Sc in each st. (15 sc)
Rnd 8: *Sc in next 3 sts, sc2tog* x3. (12 sc)
Rnd 9: Sc in each st. (12 sc)
-Fill it with polyester fiberfill stuffing.
Rnd 10: *Sc in next 2 sts, sc2tog* x3. (9 sc)
Rnd 11: Sc in each st. (9 sc)
Rnd 12: *Sc in next st, sc2tog*  x3. (6 sc) 
-Cut the yarn, leave a long tail. Sew shut. Sew legs on the body with the long tail.
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Head and body together:
-Work this in a spiral and not joined rounds. 
-Use a marker.
-Use Color A.

Rnd 1: Make a magic ring. 6 sc in ring. (6sc)
Rnd 2: *2 sc in each st* x6. (12 sc)
Rnd 3: *Sc in next st, 2 sc in next st* x6. (18 sc)
Rnd 4: *Sc in next 2 sts, 2 sc in next st* x6. (24sc)
Rnd 5: *Sc in next 3 sts, 2 sc in next st* x6. (30 sc)
Rnd 6: *Sc in next 4 sts, 2 sc in next st* x6. (36sc)
Rnd 7-10: Sc in each st. (36 sc)
Rnd 11: *Sc in next 4 sts, sc2tog* x6. (30 sc)
Rnd 12: *Sc in next 3 sts, sc2tog* x6 (24 sc)
Rnd 13: *Sc in next 2 sts, sc2tog* x6. (18sc)
Rnd 14: *Sc in next st, sc2tog* x6. (12 sc)
-Fill the head with polyester fiberfill stuffing and continue crocheting.
Rnd 15: Sc in each st. (12sc)
Rnd 16: *Sc in next st, 2 sc in next st* x6. (18 sc)
Rnd 17: *Sc in next 2 sts, 2 sc in next st* x6. (24sc)
Rnd 18 *Sc in next 3 sts, 2 sc in next st* x6. (30 sc)
Rnd 19-24: Sc in each st. (30 sc)
Rnd 25 *Sc in next 3 sts, sc2tog* x6 (24 sc)
Rnd 26: *Sc in next 2 sts, sc2tog* x6. (18sc)
Rnd 27 *Sc in next st, sc2tog* x6. (12 sc)
-Fill the body with polyester fiberfill stuffing.
Rnd 28: Sc2tog x6. (6 sc) 
-Cut the yarn and sew shut using the tail.
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Arms:
-Work this in joined rounds.  
-Make two arms.
-No need to stuff.
-Use Color A.

Rnd 1: Make a magic ring. 6 sc in ring. (6sc)
Rnd 2-8: Sc in each st. (6 sc) 
-Slst and cut the yarn. Sew the armes on the body.

Muzzle:
-Work this in a spiral and not joined rounds. 
-Use a marker.
-Use Color B.

Rnd 1: Make a magic ring. 6 sc in ring. (6sc)
Rnd 2: *2 sc in each st* x6. (12 sc)
Rnd 3: *Sc in next st, 2 sc in next st* x6. (18 sc) Slst to the first stitch. Cut the yarn, leave a long tail 
for sewing.
Sew the muzzle on the face. I used a little stuffing under muzzle.
Use black yarn and needle to sew eyes, nose, mouth and eyebrows.

Finish loose ends off.

I hope you like the end result. 

Yours sincerely
Emi

P.S. I apologize for any grammatical mistakes. English is not my native language. Thank you that tried 
my pattern. If you find any mistakes, please let me know on my blog.
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